
OKRA BALM has been a “folk medicine” 
for ages – found in the oldest scripts. It is 
made with addition of the calendula extract, 
or according to your personal wishes and 
needs. Some parts of OKRA used to be ap-
plied as an anti-syphilitic treatment (when 
lacking a conventional cure),. It is made, 
according to your request, in two different 
versions. OKRA BALM is a typical univer-

sally used ointment, made only with natural 
ingredients (as the whole OKRA line of cosmetics). Even though 
the range of its application is quite clear, OKRA BALM is surely a 
synonym for HAEMORRHOIDS’ TREAT-
MENT. OKRA BALM is a trademark of the 
OKRA COSMETICS. It is made exclusively 
upon order. 

“Thank God for the existence of this BALM! It 
is a non-invasive treatment, without the use of 

any scalpels or needles it still works like the real 
BOTOX!”

OKRA GIFT PACKAGES are made mostly 
upon order, in different combinations, with a 
grace period upon order. 

NOTE: effects and actions of some products of the OKRA COS-
METICS line overlap (meaning that each product has a range of 
multiple effects, and different products successfully treat the same 
problem). The cause for such an overlap is the OKRA NATURAL 
BOTOX, which is the essential ingredient of all the products, but 
with different dosage.

IMPORTANT: OKRA TONING LOTION AND OKRA OIL ARE 
ESSENTIALLY A NATURAL SYMBIOSIS AND REPRESENT A COMPLE-
MENTARY AND HOLISTIC TREATMENT, WITHOUT COMPETITION. 
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 W  Toning lotion for cleansing  
and nourishing the skin 

 W Beauty and health oil
 W Cream for complete skin toning and care
 W STOP-age, cream for prevention of early  

ageing of the skin 
 W Balm

 W Intimate soaps

OKRA-BAMIJA NATURAL COSMETICS LINE: 

We take this opportunity to express our enormous gratitude 
to the inspired and selfless Prof. JOSIP BOROŠIĆ and his team 
of professionals of the Institute for Vegetable Growing, Faculty 
of Agronomy in Zagreb, for his professional and moral support 
at the time when it was needed the most.

100% NATURAL

Okra - Bamija

NATURAL  
COSMET  CS

with herbal  
botox



OKRA – BAMIJA
(hibiscus esculentus) 

NATURAL COSMETICS WITH OKRA HERBAL BOTOX,  
hand-made

 
What is OKRA- BAMIJA, and what is OKRA NATURAL BOTOX 
and why is it a DISCOVERY OF PLANETARY IMPORTANCE? 
 
OKRA – BAMIJA

OKRA-BAMIJA is a magical plant from God’s garden, impor-
tant for body and soul. The sources say that even Cleopatra admired 
it every day, looking at her own face. The medicinal characteristics 
flow through the whole OKRA plant: from the roots, trough the 
stem, leafs, flowers as well as the fruits. It contains all the important 
minerals and vitamins. In the world’s cuisine of the “high society”, 
the OKRA is an irreplaceable alimentary. According to our findings, 
Mr. Slaven Letica, Prof. is one of the leading experts regarding the 
OKRA in Croatia.

Bill Clinton: “If you wish to offer me something, let it be OKRA.”
 

NATURAL HERBAL BOTOX  :
OKRA is the only herb from which the NATURAL HERBAL 

BOTOX has been extracted, the most important herbal essence in 
production of NATURAL COSMETICS for care and treatment 
of the skin of the whole body, especially of the face, of the scalp 
and hair, as well as of the nails on our hands and on our feet. THE 
NATURAL HERBAL BOTOX reduces the contraction of muscles 
and brings them to a “blissful state”, neutralizing the harmful influ-
ence of free – negative radicals in our body, and prevents the early 
ageing of the skin. 
 
DISCOVERY OF PLANETARY IMPORTANCE:

It is the almost miraculous effects and actions of the OKRA 
NATURAL COSMETICS that caused it to be called “DISCOVERY 
OF PLANETARY IMPORTANCE”. 

       OKRA - BAMIJA NATURAL COSMETICS – LINE: 

OKRA INTIMATE SOAPS with small parts of OKRA herbs, 
are used for gentle and thorough cleansing, pilling of the face and 
body skin; this prepares the skin for 
further treatment. These products do 
not leave the skin dry and they keep 
it fresh. OKRA INTIMATE SOAPS 
contain healthy nutritive ingredients, 
and come in many different shapes, 
colours and sizes.

 
“I treat my scalp and my hair with “OKRA INTIMATE SOAP”, accompa-

nied by the night OKRA OIL hair mask. I am very happy with it.” 

OKRA TONING LOTION is a pure hydrolyte of OKRA, with the 
broadest possible range of application. It can be used as 
a lotion, skin freshener, regenerating fluid for all types of 
wounds and skin damages. It is appropriate for all ages, 
from the very childhood till the old age. It is more and 
more used by the male population, especially as an after-
shave – this is simply BRILLIANT! OKRA TONING 
LOTION combined with the OKRA OIL is an unrepeat-
able line of products with a complementary effect.

“OKRA TONING LOTION and OKRA OIL have 
magically removed all the pain and discomfort from my 

sun-burned face, in just a couple of hours. It’s unbelievable!”

 OKRA OIL for massage and relaxation is made of the 
finest essential oils and is delicately scented. Its muscle 
relaxation effect has been proven. This OKRA OIL 
represents the “licence” for amateur masseurs. OKRA 
OIL has a really wide application in nourishment and 
treatment of the skin and body. OKRA OIL and OKRA 
TONING LOTION deserve their place in each household.

“I stopped using all other products for treating the wrinkles around 
my eyes; I apply only a few drops of OKRA OIL every morning and every 

evening”
OKRA MOISTURISING CREAM is a natural cream for facial 

skincare and for the treatment of the whole body. It is easily ab-
sorbed and gives the skin a better elasticity, softness and makes it 
smooth as silk. It regenerates and nourishes all types of skin. OKRA 
MOISTURISING CREAM is to be mostly used during the day and 
is especially adequate for a greasy type of skin. It is without 

any doubt adequate for smoothing the wrinkles 
caused by facial expressions and the wrinkles 
around the eyes.

It helps improving skin conditions such 
as PSORIASIS. OKRA MOISTURISING 
CREAM is irreplaceable in treating the young 
skin prone to acne. This beneficial cream is 
made only upon order, and is made without 

adding  scents and essential oils.

“My girlfriend enjoys when I apply the OKRA MOISTURISING CREAM on 
her back. Her acne wither and disappear, and this makes me really happy.”

OKRA STOP-AGE CREAM. In the bio OKRA 
STOP-AGE CREAM, the BOTOX action is 
especially accentuated which prevents the early 
ageing of the skin. With a subtitle “night” and 
“for dry skin”, this is a universal cream which 
will surely give your skin back its tone and 
softness. It is made with an addition of virgin 
wax, and is an absolute favourite in the world 
of cosmetics.
“I am so happy when I see that I have managed to reduce the whole arsenal 
of skincare products to merely a couple of small pots, and the STOP-AGE is 

practically my amulet.” 


